Colorization is a colour manipulation mechanism employing user-assisted colour hints for changing greyscale images into coloured ones. Several colorization algorithms have been constructed, and many of these methods are able to produce appropriately colorized images given a surprisingly sparse set of hints supplied by the user. But these colour images may not in fact look realistic. Moreover, the contrast in the colorized image may not match the gradient perceived in the original greyscale image. We argue that it is this departure from the original gradient that contributes to the un-real appearance in some colorizations. To correct this, we make use of the Di Zenzo gradient of a colour image derived from the structure tensor, and adjust the colorized image such that the Di Zenzo definition of the maximum-contrast gradient agrees with the gradient in the original grey image. We present a heuristic method to this end and guided by this approach devise an optimization-based method. Our gradient projection tends to result in more natural-looking images in the resulting adjusted colorization. To explore the proposed method we utilize minimalist sets of colour hints and find in particular that "hotspots" of un-realistic colour are subdued into regions of more realistic colour. This paper is not aimed at introducing a new basic colorization but instead our method is meant to make any colorization look more realistic; we demonstrate that this is the case for several different basic methods. In fact, we even find that a very simplistic colorization algorithm can be used provided the projection proposed here is then used to make the colorization more realistic looking.
Introduction
To carry out colorization, regions of images or video are partially hand-coloured by the user, and then various approaches are brought to bear to generate a full-colour image from the original, greyscale one 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 . Colorization can always be carried out in an iterative fashion, re-colouring regions that appear incorrect. However, an iterative approach defeats the purpose of colorization as a quick, easy method of generating colour from grey. In the extreme, it could be necessary to simply hand-colour the entire image, and we wish to assist in avoiding this.
Here, we consider what can be accomplished to make a simple colorization appear more realistic in the first place. To investigate this notion, we make of use of colorizations that are quite minimalist, so as to see clearly the effect of our algorithm.
For example, the greyscale image in Fig. 1(a) , colorized via the algorithm in 1, 13 , generates the output in Fig. 1(c) : the colorization clearly performs poorly, because of the minimality of the set of colour hints. Of course, we might better succeed by applying more colour hints, or by iterating the colorization process, but here we mean to examine improvement of colorization realism by exploring how such a minimalist colorization with few user-supplied colour hints might be made more realistic (with more hints always leading to better results, naturally). While agreeing in colour with the user's control points in Fig. 1(b) , nonetheless the output in (c) has a strikingly unrealistic appearance (and cf. the discussion of image realism in 14 ). We argue that this is in part due to the unconstrained generation of the colour, with contrast not truly linked to that in the original, grey image. Instead, we suggest automatically generating a more realistic (and hence more pleasing) result, such as that in Fig. 1(d) . Here, the output colours may not match every input control colour. Instead, the output is modified by requiring the gradient of the generated colour image to match that of the input greyscale image. Similar improvement is achieved for method 2 ( Fig. 1 (g,h,i)) and method 4, 15 ( Fig. 1(j,k,l) ). But what is the gradient of a colour image? Here we adopt the definition of Di Zenzo 16 : the quadratic form given by the outer product of colour channel derivatives induces a metric (cf. 17 ) with maximum-gradient direction that can be taken as the maximum direction of contrast. We can go on to use this gradient (i.e., derivative) field to form a re-integrated (i.e., integral of gradient) greyscale image that best captures the contrast in a vectorial image, coded as a single greyscale output 18 . This generated greyscale image has local luminancecontrast that reflects the colour-contrast of the original image. Arguably, this greyscale image of the contrast is the most faithful reflection of our perception of gradient and edge, moving over from the colour domain to the greyscale one -the Di Zenzo definition of grey gives a good impression of the contrast that was contained in the colour image.
Here we adapt this greyscale gradient to the present case of colorization and see how to go back from grey to colour instead of from colour to grey. The gradient is found by diagonalizing the Di Zenzo "structure tensor" matrix, which is a 2 × 2 matrix formed from the R,G,B colour gradients. Starting from the Di Zenzo matrix for any colour image, and in particular for the output of a colorization routine, there is no guarantee that the resulting greyscale field at all matches the input grey image. Indeed, it is quite unlikely. In this paper, we mean to alter the colorized version so that its gradient exactly matches that for the input greyscale image. In doing so, we may somewhat shift the user-chosen control colours, as in Fig. 1(d) . But we contend that the overall impression is a more realistic colorized image.
We present a threefold investigation of the problem. In the first instance, we examine the relationship between the structure tensor for a colorized image and that for the input, greyscale one. For the contrast to agree, the eigenvector structure of the grey image must be matched by the new, altered colour image. Here, in the first instance we adopt a simple heuristic strategy to set the two structure tensors equal. Results are strikingly more real- Realism 3 istic (for these minimalist and therefore quick) colorizations than for the results from 1 (using its authors' supplied reference implementation 13 ), or from the method 2 , or from the method 4 . This discussion serves to motivate and set the stage for a second approach, in which we examine the space of all such alterations of the initial colorized image such that the structure tensor equals that for the grey image. By insisting that the adjusted colour gradient approximate the putative colour gradient, we arrive at a theorem which gives the desired adjustment in terms of a closed-form least squares solution. Results are again considerably more realistic, slightly better than the heurisitc method results. To better understand the performance of our algorithm we carried out the following test. We took a known image, converted it to greyscale and then made colour hints using the colours in the original colour image. Here a perfect colorization algorithm should be able to recreate an image that is close to the original. Comparing to previous work, we show that our gradient correction procedure gives a closer correspondence to ground truth.
Improvement of Colorization
Finally, in a third demonstration, we show that even a very simplistic colorization scheme can be used, one that yields quite unacceptable results, provided the projection scheme outlined here is then applied. Adjustment of the colorized image leads to passable colorized outputs even with a very quick and simple initial colorization.
In §2, we review the colour structure tensor and in §3 consider what colour tensors could generate an input greyscale image. In §4 we state a method for adjusting the colour gradient such that it does generate an identical luminance-contrast gradient as for the input grey image by suggesting a heuristic strategy that guarantees this result. This serves to motivate a theorem we give in §5 showing that there is in fact a best-possible solution for an adjusted colorized image, based on a rotation generated from an Orthogonal Procrustes problem. In §6 we develop a very simple colorization scheme, generating output very quickly, to determine how the colour gradient projection introduced here improves even very simple colorization algorithm results. While not acceptable in its first level of output, we show that the colour-projection scheme used here to develop realism in colorized images produces quite acceptable results, yielding a possible fast colorization scheme. In §5.2 and §7 we examine the accuracy of the three methods presented for re-generating an input colour image from its grey version plus colour hints at user-supplied locations. Not unexpectedly, the third, simplistic, schemes fares worst, while the scheme based on our least squares based theorem fares best.
Structure Tensor

Colour to Greyscale
In order to discuss the use of the structure tensor in guiding colorization, first we briefly recapitulate the related problem of generating a greyscale image from a colour one (the obverse of the problem at hand).
Suppose in the general case the vector-valued image C has components (colours) k = 1..µ. Let the two components of the gradient image for channel k be C 
In differential geometry this 2 × 2 tensor is known as the First Fundamental Form 17 and induces a metric wherein the maximal and minimal rates of change in the vector image are given by its eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Since Z is real symmetric, its eigenvectors form an orthogonal matrix, V , with columns v such that
The eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue points in the direction of of maximum contrast 16 . Let the 2 × 2 matrix V = {u , v }, with u ⊥ v . If we decompose Z as
then we can take v as the (normalized) maximum-contrast gradient direction, with the gradient norm being √ λ. Since the sign of an eigenvector is not unique, vector sense is taken in the direction of increasing luminance.
Re-integrating this gradient, by taking another derivative and solving Poisson's equation 18 , generates a greyscale image whose gradient best matches the contrast in the original colour image. For completeness we state how re-integration of a putative, non-integrable gradient field proceeds using the Poisson equation. Suppose we identify a vector v with the gradient g ,x ,g ,y of a desired greyscale field g. Then the best least-squares solution of the optimization problem
is given by taking the variational derivative of the above objective function, With the solution g obtained as the solution of the resulting Euler-Lagrange equation. Here, this yields the Poisson equation in the unknown g:
The solution of this equation is a classical problem, depending upon the boundary conditions chosen; here we make use of the modern formulation 19 which operates in the Fourier domain, and use homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions.
Tensor for a Colour Image
In the case of a 3-band colour image ρ = {R, G, B}, consider the gradient colour image. We denote the gradient by ∇ρ , a 2 × 3 array:
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Then eq. (1) reduces to the following:
The maximum-eigenvalue direction v is taken to be the gradient direction for generating an output greyscale image. Note that only in the case that the gradient for each colour channel matches the gradient ∇g for grey is the maximum eigenvector sufficient to describe the colour gradient. In that case the second eigenvalue of the Di Zenzo matrix would be neglectable; but in fact that is certainly not the case in general since the ratio of the two eigenvalues ranges up to 1.0 in any typical colour image.
Grey to Colour
We would like to start from the structure tensor for a greyscale image and derive the properties that a matching colour image must have so as to deliver the same contrast as in the input, grey image. Specifically, given an input greyscale image, we certainly have the gradient direction v ; also, the orthogonal vector is known: u = v ⊥ . What are the properties of a putative colour image that gives a tensor with the same v main eigenvector, or possibly the same exact tensor, as that for the greyscale image?
Firstly, we can ask what colour gradient produces the same structure tensor as a given tensor Z , given the pair of directions u ,v . Let the kth column of the 2×3 colour gradient ∇ρ for the sought colour image be the 2-vector ∇ρ k , k = 1..3. Then any ∇ρ k at a pixel must be a linear combination of u and v :
Hence clearly for ∇ρ ∇ρ T to equal the Z in eq. (3), we must have
Thus α k and β k consist of a pair of orthonormal 3-vectors. I.e., in order to match a particular Di Zenzo matrix Z , possible colour edges ∇ρ can only differ from the pair of
where V = {u , v }. The Z for such colour edges ∇ρ just equals Z in eq. (3). Thus we know in general how to match a structure tensor. Below we first consider matching the major eigenvector, and then motivate simply matching Z exactly, via a particular strategy.
It is worth pointing out that the Conditional Image Diffusion approach 11 is also concerned with using the gradient of the input grey image to diffuse user-specified chromatic hints, with results similar to those using 17 in the same way. In fact 11 provides a theoretical study of a general PDE diffusion equation that uses one guiding field for diffusion of vector fields. The difference is that here we tie contrast to the Structure Tensor, and seek a way to post-process any colorization so as to make the result more realistic looking. As well, the proposed method is considerably simpler than PDE-based methods such as 12,11 .
Closest Colorized Gradient to Grey Gradient
Modified Colour Gradient: Heuristic Procedure
Suppose we have established a tentative colorized version ρ of a grey image. Let the structure tensor corresponding to that colour image be Z . Also, let the gradient of the original source, grey, image g be ∇g ={g ,x , g ,y } T . And let the Di Zenzo matrix formed from ∇g be Z g . Now we would like to transform the current matrix Z into one that gives as its major eigenvector the same v as for the original grey image. That is, we would like the perceived colour image gradient to match that for the grey gradient ∇g .
Suppose the current 2 × 3 colour edges are ∇ρ . Using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), we can certainly factor ∇ρ as
where V ={ u , v } approximates V and Λ =diag( √ κ , λ ) approximates √ Λ . In contrast, for the original grey gradient we have simply
Clearly the simplest, heuristic, strategy for guaranteeing the same contrast in the colorized image as in the greyscale image is to replace v by v , u by u (and recall: u = v ⊥ ), and λ by λ in ∇ρ , as posited in 20 . Then by eq. (8) the Di Zenzo matrix Z for the new set of colour edges, ∇ρ , will yield precisely the original grey edges ∇g as the solution to the Di Zenzo equations (1, 3) .
That is, the resulting matrix Z will have the same maximum-contrast direction v and strength √ λ as that of the original greyscale image. But what should we choose for the free parameter κ ? By eqs. (1,3) , any value will generate v provided κ ≤ λ.
If we use κ = 0, we have exactly the same Di Zenzo matrix Z as the original Z g for the grey image, and that is the value used in 20 . As an alternative, we found that instead leaving κ just as it arises in eq. (9) for the current colorized image does not change the colorized version greatly but has less beneficial effect on colorization artifacts we wish to attenuate. Hence as a heuristic for generating a modified colour gradient we do indeed use κ = 0 and replace the colour gradient in eq. (9) as follows:
The reader might think that we have implemented a rather extreme operation. But, a little thought illustrates this is not the case. The row of O which we use is in fact the maximum variance direction of the 2 × 3 matrix of x− and y− colour derivatives. That is, if we were to choose one colour vector direction onto which the true derivatives were Improvement of Colorization Realism 7 to be approximated then it would be this vector. Further, in reality, we expect the gradient direction v of the greyscale image to be of similar orientation to that found in the colour image. Indeed, where there is an edge in the image, the colour gradient vectors ∇ρ will be (almost) 1-dimensional. Our derivation (6) through (8) enforces this constraint. Finally, the magnitude of the colour gradient might be different than the greyscale image. But, even here we expect similarity: we know that the brightness channel captures the most energy in the images and so expect that the energy in the brightness derivative will capture most of the energy in the colour gradients. Thus, our gradient correction procedure tends to 'tweak' the original colour gradients rather than making radical changes.
Note that this Heuristic method is not the same as simply deriving an R or G or B gradient closest to ∇g, with Dirichelet conditions imposed by the colour hints, as in 2 , because of the colour gradient factor O , which is a function O (x ) of retinal location. And indeed results for 2 are quite different ( Fig. 1(g,h) ).
Re-integration of Gradient
Finally, we must generate a colour image from the colour gradients ∇ρ . To do so, we first go to a colour-opponent space {L, c 1 , c 2 } 21 , and use the input grey image g for the L channel. For our purpose here, any colour space separation into luminance and chrominance will work. For the chromaticity gradients, we project onto an integrable set of edges using the Frankot-Chellappa method 19 and re-integrate a Poisson's equation. More explicitly, our colour-gradient replacement (11) generates a new colour-gradient ∇ρ . Now supposing we move into a colour-opponent colour space -the purpose is to be able to gaurd the input greyscale image from any changes. Since a colour-space transform is applied by multiplying colours by a matrix, the transform of ∇ρ is linear and holds for the gradient as well. Now, for each colour channel we have a gradient-pair of values at each pixel, and our objective is to generate pixel values back from the now-known gradient. Instead of using the variational derivative approach as in §2.1 above, the method in With homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, this leaves a free additive constant in each chroma channel (since the only input is a set of derivatives, not image values), which we set to match the mean value over the set of unique user input hint pixel colours. Alternatively, the additive constant could be set by matching a particular colour, e.g. skin tones.
Heuristic Algorithm
Thus, in sum the algorithm we propose here consists of implementing the best version as possible, at each pixel, of the heuristic (11) : From the input grey image we know both the
the grey image and assign the correct sign to that eigenvector so as to match the grey gradient; this implies adjusting the sign of the corresponding row of O as well. Once we replace the colour gradient with its heuristic version, we transform to color-opponent space and re-integrate the chromatic components.
Note that instead of re-integrating an achromatic channel derived from ∇ρ , we instead directly re-use the input grey channel. The reason for this replacement of a re-integrated luminance-channel gradient by the original input is that in fact we have a tensor whose eigenvectors, given perfect knowledge of sign choices, will integrate perfectly to the input grey. The algorithm generates altered colour gradients that generate the same tensor as the grey tensor exactly. However the projected colour gradient is not necessarily exactly equal to the gradient of the input grey because of the decisions we have made regarding which eigenvector is closest to the input grey gradient and also the consequent sign choices we must make. If instead we had a perfect sign-assignment, then the projected colour gradient would have, indeed, exactly the same achromatic channel as the grey gradient. Re-integrating, we would simply obtain the input grey back as our output grey channel. So instead of re-integrating over all three dimensions of ∇ρ , either in RGB or in colouropponent space, we simply use the input grey as the output achromatic channel, replacing a possibly slightly wrong re-integration by a perfect one.
Idempotency
A useful property of an image processing algorithm is that it be idempotent -further applications of the method to the output do not change the result. To determine if the above heuristic algorithm is idempotent, we note that the colour-gradient projection postulated amounts to a rank-1 linear transform P as follows.
Firstly we note that we can solve for O via eq. (9):
Hence we can rewrite the heuristic (11) as
with
Putting this another way, we generate a modified colour gradient via
From this relation, it follows that the method is indeed idempotent insofar as, if we were to substitute the output colour gradient ∇ρ in place of the original colorized colour gradient Improvement of Colorization Realism 9 ∇ρ in this approach, we would arrive at the same answer, since we do not change the colour-contribution matrix O . However, the method is nonetheless not idempotent. The reason is that we do not settle on a modified colour gradient and leave it at that: instead, we go on to generate a reintegrated colour image ρ . Since re-integration forms a new image, one that has a changed gradient, we in fact change the input to a subsequent application of the algorithm and arrive at a changed output colour image.
The meaning of our colour-gradient projection can be gleaned from examination of eq. (9). Since we are removing a row of the colour information O and keeping the main term involving strength √ λ, we are in fact making the colorized image more grey, by removing some colour; of course, we remove colour in a careful way so as to generate the same contrast as in the input greyscale image. Fig. 1(e) shows the result after application of three repetitions of the algorithm -we can see that indeed the image has become desaturated, compared to a single application. Arbitrarily boosting the saturation back to the first projected image may help (although this often will produce negative pixel values), but does not much change this property. In the sequel, we therefore stick to a single application of the method.
Note that simply desaturating the input colorized image does not work (see Fig. 2 ), with saturation reduced by 40% of the input) because it does not repair the wrong colour gradient, unlike our proposed method, with the result that desaturating works quite haphazardly and also typically in the desaturated image the original colour hints can be seen too clearly.
Least Squares Projection of Colorized Gradient
Optimization Approach for Colour Gradient Adjustment
In §4.1, we settled on generation of a modified colour gradient such that the resulting Di Zenzo matrix just equals that for the input greyscale image. Given that prescription, can we phrase the gradient modification problem as an optimization, such that we arrive not just at a heuristic result but at the best result given the inputs: greyscale, plus putative colorized image.
Here, by "best" we mean that two conditions should obtain: (a) For a generated ∇ρ , Z should equal Z g ; and (b) the output colour gradient ∇ρ should approximate as closely as possible the putative colorized gradient ∇ρ .
A solution obeying (a) is to keep only within the span of colour gradient ∇ρ , and seek a 2 × 2 matrix transform A such that ∇ρ = A ∇ρ (16) Therefore the desired relation between Di Zenzo matrices is as follows:
Given this relation, we satisfy (a) above provided matrix A is any solution of (17) . For example, one solution is given by
where the matrix square root is the unique symmetric root 22 of the real positive semidefinite symmetric arguments above.
The complete set of solutions solving (17) then consists of all matrices A that are an orthogonal transform R away from (18):
Now, we also wish to fulfill constraint (b), that the adjusted gradient ∇ρ approximates as closely as possible the colorized input ∇ρ . This implies a constraint on rotation R as follows:
with I 2 the 2 × 2 identity matrix. Now let us decompose the product of square roots of colorized structure tensor and greyscale tensor,
with Γ diagonal (the transpose above is actually unnecessary since Z is symmetric). Then the solution R to the Orthogonal Procrustes problem in the last line of (20) is given 22 in terms of Least Squares by
The best least squares result for matrix A in eq. (19) thus results from using the above rotation R , and we determine a modified colour gradient ∇ρ from (16) . To re-integrate the colour gradient thus determined, we go to a colour-opponent space and separately re-integrate each chroma channel, setting the constant of integration as in the Heuristic method. Again, for the luminance channel we use the original, grey input.
In terms of idempotency, we have the same situation as for the Heuristic method in that, although iterating the algorithm gives back the same colour gradient, because we reintegrate the gradient into an output colour image the method is not idempotent. And again, iteration of the method progressively desaturates the resulting output. Fig. 1(f) illustrates that the output for this method based on a Least Squares solution is quite close to (but not the same as) the output for the Heuristic method in Fig. 1(d) . Indeed, comparing to the user-supplied hints in Fig. 1(b) , the output of the Least Squares based method is seen to adhere more closely to the desired colours, while yet maintaining a much more realistic look than the initial colorized image Fig. 1(c) generated from the method in 1 . In general, while the heuristic-driven approach served very well to examine the main Improvement of Colorization Realism 11 ideas set out here, we found that the optimization-based approach usually produces output very similar to the heuristic-driven method, but is a simpler algorithm and generates equal or better colorizations.
a Since supplied Java applet 15 is interactive, colour hints used to generate Fig. 1(j) are the same colours as in Fig. 1(b) but only approximately in the same locations. Fig. 2 . Simply desaturating works quite haphazardly and also typically we can see the colour-hints too well. Fig. 3 compares results using the method of 1 with both the Heuristic method of §4.1 and the Least Squares based method on §5.1.
Results for Heuristic and Least Squares Methods
Note that results shown here are meant to illustrate the beneficial effect of the projection algorithm, not to generate the best colorization that could possibly be created. Again, we apply minimal colour hints in order to examine the effect of the realistic-gradient methods. Fig. 3(c,d) shows that the isolated orange hints in (b) appear almost neon in the initial colorization (c) given by 1 , but acceptable in the more realistic projected outputs (d,e) for the two proposed methods. The same effect is seen in (f-j). In the third set, the colorized photo in (m) has an unacceptable neon effect on the red beads and a highly visible colour artifact on the tablecloth, and these problems are greatly mitigated in (n,o), with (o), the result of the Least Squares approach, yielding closer colours to the user-supplied hint colours. The output in (r) appears lurid (if impressive), whereas the versions in (s,t) are indeed more realistic and delicate. Differences do exist between the Heuristic based method and the Least Squares based one, although they are subtle. Zooming in on (i) and (j) reveals that, especially around the eyes, the Least Squares based colorization is more realistic. Fig. 4 shows the difference image for the two methods. In that the second approach is also faster, we consider that it forms the best solution. For the Heuristic method we found a mean execution time of 67.60 sec for 480 × 640 images using unoptimized Matlab, versus 3.81 sec for the Least Squares method, on a dual-core 64-bit 2.53Ghz machine. The timing difference is due to the fact that the Heuristic method must take the time to examine signs and assign the correct eigenvector, while the Least Squares method can simply proceed in a vectorized form which is much faster in a vector-based environment. Certainly the latter timing indicates that our proposed projection schema would be more time-saving for a user than a round of adding new colour hints.
Simplified Colorization
We have been concerned in this paper with what can be accomplished using only a small set of user-supplied colour hints. Since the proposed realistic colorization algorithm is useful for producing usable colorizations out of unacceptable ones, we might rely further on the projection algorithm by investigating what can be accomplished using a very simplistic and fast colorization in the first place. The objective here is not to generate a fast colorization (although this does take place, albeit crudely), but simply to further investigate the effect of the realistic projection proposed in this paper on colorized images. Suppose we again ask the user to introduce a few colour hints into the grey image. But instead of utilizing a full colorization algorithm, we simply spread the chrominance of the colour hints to neighbouring pixels, as in 4 . But to make a faster algorithm (and, incidentally, a more challenging task for the realistic colour projection), we do not even apply information about the greyscale gradient, as in 4 , and certainly not the relatively complex graph-based greyscale distance used there. Instead, we simply consider Euclidean (x, y)-distance of a pixel from the colour hint. This way, we do expect a very fast but quite unacceptable colorization -which the projection corrects, to a degree. The idea is to examine the beneficial effect of the proposed algorithm, even on a simplistic colorization scheme.
That is, we simply apply a labelling scheme to a binary image of locations of colour hint blobs, with label 0 for the background, and labels 1..k for the k user-supplied hint areas. Here we find connected components using 8-connected pixels. Thus for each colour blob we have a distance d from each pixel to the closest pixel on the colour blob. We
p , localizing the effect of each colour blob to its close surround by raising to the power p (typically p = 15). Then for each chrominance channel, we add the chrominance for the current colour blob to all pixels, modulated by the distance d. I.e., we simply spread the colour by weighting with a function of distance from that colour hint. For the grey channel, we use the original grey.
Clearly, such a simple algorithm, while fast, will not result in very good results, but it is nonetheless interesting to see what effect the realistic-projection method set out here has on the colorization. Fig. 5 shows that applying the suggested simplified colorization algorithm produces quite unacceptable results (leftmost image). However, projection, using the proposed Least Squares based realistic colorization algorithm, produces results that are fairly reasonable, and improve if we iterate the projection. Since the simplified algorithm is so fast, such a strategy relying on iterated realistic projection might indeed be acceptable enough for a simple colorization.
Comparison of Results for Three Methods
Since colour hints are simply made up by the user, it is not straightforward to evaluate colorization results except by visual inspection. However, if we start with an actual colour image, we can take the original colours in the image as our hints, in the colour-hint locations (cf.
1 ). As an example, we again make use of the same image, but now use the original colour image that was in fact the source of a greyscale image: Fig. 6(a) shows the original image, and (b) shows the colour hints as derived from the original colour image -here, our blobs consist of constant colour given by the mean colour in each hint area. Image (c) shows the result for an initial colorization using the method in 1 , whereas images (d,e) show the results of the two realistic projection algorithms presented here. All output images (c,d,e) are are quite close to each other and yield comparable correlation coefficient values compared to the input colour image: viz. 0.9925, 0.9924, and 0.9925 respectively for Figs. 6(c,d,e) . For a colorized version of Fig. 3(k) , here comparing against a fully colorized version using a good many user hints (given in 1 , not shown), correlation values are 0.9612, 0.9639, and 0.9641 for a colorization using on the one hand 1 and just the few hints in Fig. 3(l) and on the other hand the two projection algorithms. Note that the number of colour hints used here is substantially smaller than for the full colorization indicated in 1 -the authors discuss adding "a few red pixels on the beads", a laborious process which is the opposite of the type of minimalist colorization task we examine here.
From results such as these we conclude that, given correct colour hints that agree with the input colour image, the methods all give good agreement with the original and it is difficult to see the effect of the projection. However, when we start with the very simplistic colorization suggested in §6, the effect of the projection can easily be seen. Fig. 7(a) shows that an initial colorization using the simplistic method produces a quite unacceptable result. However, if we then project, the result in Fig. 7(b) is changed substantially. Comparing to the original colour image, the initial correlation is 0.9420, whereas for the projected image it is 0.9885, a substantial improvement (but not as close as for a non-simplistic colorization, of course). Fig. 7(d,e) show the result of the simplistic colorization using mean actual colours for locations shown in Fig. 7 (c) (boosted to maximum brightness by dividing by the maximum over all RGB values.). Again, the effect of projection on the colorization is substantial, leading to an increase of correlation from 0.8747 to 0.9631. Other images produced very similar results. Whereas the initial simplistic colorization is quite blurred, of course, albeit very quick to produce, the projected version is considerably closer to a target colorized image.
Conclusions
We have presented an algorithm for adjusting the colour gradients of a colorized image so as to generate the same maximum-contrast direction as in the original greyscale input. The resulting re-integrated colour image therefore has colour-contrast that appears the same as the luminance-contrast of the original, and hence appears more realistic.
Two embodiments of the main idea were presented. The first, which serves to motivate the discussion, is a reasonable heuristic approach that drives the Di Zenzo matrix for the colorized image into agreement with that for the input, greyscale image. The second, an optimization approach, casts the equivalency into an Orthogonal Procrustes problem, which has a unique solution. The optimization-based algorithm is simpler, and can generate better results.
We show the effect of the gradient-adjustment approach presented by looking at a very simplistic colorization scheme, which clearly produces poor results. Nevertheless, when projected into colour gradients which better capture the contrast in the input greyscale image, even a simplistic colorization algorithm can produce an adequate first pass for colorization, which could at the minimum form the basis for a subsequent re-colorization step.
